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Looking for an Optical Design Expert?
Our imaging optical designers have mastered practically every 
form of optical challenge. We have a breadth of project experience 
ranging from conceptual design through fabrication, assembly 
and optical testing. This broad experience base enables us to devise 
effective solutions to meet your needs.

Our team’s optical applications expertise is wide ranging—from 
designing endoscopes and telescopes to developing optical 
components for children’s toys and technical dive masks. Other 
applications include:

• Cell phone cameras

• Laser scanners

• Medical imaging systems

• Military optics

• Advanced lithography and inspection

• Digital imaging

• Zoom lenses

• Spectrometers

• Telecommunications

• Binary and other diffractive optics

Imaging Design Services
Anamorphic wavelength selectable switch designed 
and patented by our engineers
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Holographic scanner designed by 
our engineers and produced by 

Holographix for high quality, large 
format color printing

Wide-angle lens similar to many 
proprietary systems designed 

by our engineers

Wide-angle lightning imaging 
lens designed by our engineers 

and fabricated by Kaiser 
Electro-Optics, Inc. for NASA 

(photo courtesy of Kaiser 
Electro-Optics, Inc.)

Wide-field, unity magnification 
dive mask designed 

by our engineers

Optical components that are part of a single optical system designed by 
our engineers (reproduced with permission of the University of California, 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; developed under the  
auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy) 

Design for Cost Effective Prototype and 
Manufacture
Our engineers share a single vision and a common goal: to 
meet the challenges of virtually any optical design problem with 
world-class, cost-effective solutions and to follow these solutions 
through to hardware implementation. Our comprehensive 
approach includes collaborating with you to achieve your quality, 
performance, packaging, weight, schedule and budget goals.

We provide you with optical system designs that work—the first 
time. Our design expertise, coupled with an understanding of 
fabrication processes and careful tolerance analysis, ensure that our 
solutions will perform as predicted. Using the superior engineering 
capabilities of CODE V, the industry-leading optical design software, 
we develop accurate designs quickly and efficiently.

If You Need Help Selecting a Fabricator
Because our product is your success, we can proactively help 
you identify the best fabricators for your system and work with 
you to communicate your needs. In considering fabricators for 
your project, we match your needs for fabrication and assembly 
tolerances to the capabilities of fabricators we know well. By 
providing you with a list of qualified fabricators, we put you in a 
position to negotiate a competitive price and the quality you require.
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Looking for an Illumination Expert?
Or do you just need to complement your existing team? Either way, 
we employ some of the most talented luminaire and illumination 
systems designers in the world. Whether you need LED street lights, 
LED lamps to replace conventional bulbs, aircraft lighting, backlights 
for LCDs, illuminators for scientific and industrial instruments, solar 
collectors, projection displays or automotive lighting, we have the 
required tools and experience.

Based on your package size and cost constraints, we create the 
best possible design that optimizes the function and quality of your 
illumination system’s performance, including:

• Efficiency

• Uniformity

• Intensity

• Illuminance and irradiance

• Luminance and radiance

• Signal-to-noise ratio

• Contrast

• Color and lit appearance

Illumination Design Services
We can help you move your illumination design concept 
to market quickly while meetingyour cost and 
manufacturing goals
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Automotive lighting Medical lighting LED lamps

Backlit displays Aviation and beacon lighting

We have experience with a wide variety of sources including 
LED, high-intensity discharge, tungsten, fluorescent and even 
electrodeless lamps. We have designed illumination systems with 
production unit costs ranging from $0.10 to $500,000. Whether 
your system needs reflectors, light pipes, Fresnel lenses, lens 
arrays, flutes, prisms, diffusers or just about any other optical 
element, we have the expertise to develop or improve your 
product’s lighting performance.

Do you need guidance on how to get your illumination system 
parts made, specified or checked? Our engineers have a 
broad background of experience that includes both mature 
and state-of-the-art production techniques and quality 
assurance metrology.

LED street lightiang design and analysis completed in LightTools

Trying to Decrease Design Cycle Time?
Let us introduce you to software prototypes. Our engineers use 
LightTools, the industry-leading software tool developed for 
illumination design, as well as LucidShape products for automotive 
lighting design. Our goal is to create a computer model of your 
system that is sufficiently accurate to eliminate the need for most 
of the time-consuming prototype process. Optimizing your system 
using LightTools and LucidShape is significantly more cost effective 
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